We report the discovery in K2's Campaign 10 of a transiting terrestrial planet in an ultra-short-period orbit around an M3-dwarf. K2-137 b completes an orbit in only 4.3 hours, the second-shortest orbital period of any known planet, just 4 minutes longer than that of KOI 1843.03, which also orbits an M-dwarf. Using a combination of archival images, AO imaging, RV measurements, and light curve modelling, we show that no plausible eclipsing binary scenario can explain the K2 light curve, and thus confirm the planetary nature of the system. The planet, whose radius we determine to be 0.89 ± 0.09 R ⊕ , and which must have a iron mass fraction greater than 0.45, orbits a star of mass 0.463 ± 0.052 M and radius 0.442 ± 0.044 R .
INTRODUCTION
Numerous planets with very short orbital periods have been discovered over the last few years, including a number which complete an orbit of their host stars in less than 1 day. These include hot Jupiters (HJs) such as WASP-43b (Hellier et al. 2011) and rocky planets such as CoRoT-7b (Queloz et al. 2009; Léger et al. 2009 ) and Kepler-78b (Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2013; Howard et al. 2013; Pepe et al. 2013 ). This latter class has become known as the ultra-short-period (USP) planets. Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2014) found 106 USP planet candidates in the Kepler data, and noted that the radius of such objects rarely exceeds 2 R ⊕ . They found that USP planets very often occur in multi-planet systems, with other planets in orbits shorter than 50 d. Several USP candidates have been detected by K2, with Adams et al. (2016) publishing a catalogue of 19 USP candidates from K2 campaigns 0-5. The confirmed planet with the shortest orbital period is KOI 1843.03, which orbits with a period of 4.245 h. KOI 1843.03 was detected as a planetary candidate by Ofir & Dreizler (2013) , and analysed more fully by Rappaport et al. (2013) . In this paper we report the discovery of K2-137 b (= EPIC 228813918 b), a transiting planet, striking in its similarity to KOI 1843.03. K2-137 b orbits a V = 15.5 M-dwarf in Virgo (Table 1 ) with a 4.3-h period. We use its K2 light curve, radial velocities, archival images, adaptive optics imaging and a catalogue of eclipsing binaries (EBs) to demonstrate that K2-137 is a transiting planetary system, and not an EB.
OBSERVATIONS
2.1 K2 photometry K2-137 was observed as part of K2's Campaign 10 (C10), from 2016 July 06 to 2016 September 20. The C10 field was repointed on 2016 July 13, and there was a 14 d gap in the observations from 2016 July 20 to 2016 August 03 due to a failure of module 4.
Using the DST code of Cabrera et al. (2012) , we searched the C10 light curves extracted by Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) for periodic signals indicative of transiting exoplanets. A signal with a period of just 4.3 h and a depth of only ∼ 350 ppm was detected in the light curve of K2-137. The light curve was also searched for evidence of stellar rotation, or other activity, but none was found.
Subaru/IRCS AO imaging and spectroscopy
We performed adaptive optics (AO) observations with the Infrared Camera and Spectrograph (IRCS; Kobayashi et al. 2000) on the 8.2-m Subaru telescope at Mauna Kea, Hawaii, USA on UT 2017 May 22. For K2-137, we conducted AO imaging to search for faint sources of contamination around the target, and also echelle spectroscopy with AO to obtain quasi-high resolution spectra (R ∼ 20 000) for low-precision radial velocity (RV) measurements (Table 2) .
For the AO imaging, we adopted the high resolution mode (1 pix = 20 mas) with the H−band filter, and obtained two kinds of frames, one with saturation to search for faint sources and one without saturation to calibrate the flux. We repeated the 5-point dithering, resulting in total scientific exposures of 37.5 s and 750 s for saturated and unsaturated frames, respectively.
Using echelle spectroscopy, we obtained H−band spectra (the standard H − setup) covering 1462 − 1838 nm with ABBA-pattern nodding. During the night, we took three sets of echelle spectra covering a wide range of orbital phase, and the exposure times for each nodding position varied from 60 s to 200 s. We also obtained spectra of an A0 standard star (HIP 61318) for telluric correction, shortly after taking each set of target spectra.
WIYN/NESSI speckle imaging
We observed K2-137 with the NASA Exoplanet Star and Speckle Imager (NESSI) on the 3.5-m WIYN telescope at the Kitt Peak National Observatory, Arizona, USA on 2017 May 12. NESSI is a new instrument that uses high-speed electron-multiplying CCDs (EMCCDs) to capture sequences of 40 ms exposures simultaneously in two bands (Scott et al., in prep.) . In addition to the target, we also observed nearby point source calibrator stars close in time to the science target. We conducted all observations in two bands simultaneously: a 'blue' band centered at 562nm with a width of 44nm, and a 'red' band centered at 832nm with a width of 40nm. The pixel scales of the 'blue' and 'red' EMCCDs are 0.01756 arcsec/pixel and 0.01819 arcsec/pixel, respectively.
Keck/HIRES spectroscopy
Two spectra were obtained with the HIRES instrument of the 10-m Keck I telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, USA on 2017 May 13, covering a wavelength range of 364 -799 nm. The observations each used an exposure time of 600 s (giving a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 -25 per pixel), and were separated by 1.3 h such that the observations were within The observed spectra were cross-correlated with a number of template spectra; the best match was found to be a spectrum with T * ,eff = 3600 K, and no evidence of a second star was found in the spectra. Radial velocities were determined using the telluric lines, and are reported in Table 2 .
NOT/FIES spectroscopy
We also acquired two high-resolution spectra of K2-137 with the FIbre-fedÉchelle Spectrograph (FIES; Frandsen & Lindberg 1999; Telting et al. 2014) mounted at the 2.56-m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) of Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma, Spain). We used the med-res fibre, which provides a resolving power of R = 47 000 in the wavelength range 364 -885 nm. The observations were carried out on UT 2017 May 21 and 22 as part of the observing program P55-019. We set the exposure time to 0.5 and 1.5 hours, leading to a signal-to-noise ratio per pixel at 650 nm of ∼15 and 25, respectively. We traced the intra-exposure RV drift of the instrument by acquiring long-exposed (∼30 sec) ThAr spectra immediately before and after the target observations (Gandolfi et al. 2015) . The data were reduced using standard IRAF and IDL routines. The RV measurements were extracted via multi-order cross-correlations with a template spectrum of the M2 V star GJ 411, that we observed in June 2017 with the same instrument set-up as K2-137. The FIES RVs are listed in Table 2 along with their 1σ uncertainties.
NOT/ALFOSC spectroscopy
We acquired a low-resolution spectrum of K2-137 with the Andalucia Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (AL-FOSC) mounted at the NOT. The observations were performed on UT 2017 May 22 as part of the same observing program as the FIES observations, under good and stable weather conditions, with seeing typically ranging between 1.0 and 1.3 . We used the Grism # 4 coupled with a 0.5 -wide slit, leading to a resolving power of R ≈ 700 in the wavelength range 350 -950 nm. We removed cosmic-ray hits by combining three consecutive spectra of 720 s each. The data were reduced using standard IRAF routines. Relative flux calibration was achieved observing the spectrophotometric standard star BD+26 2606 from the compilation of Oke (1990) . The signal-to-noise ratio of the extracted spectrum is ∼130 per pixel at 650 nm. 
STELLAR CHARACTERISATION
Following the method described in Gandolfi et al. (2008) , we derived the spectral type, luminosity class, and interstellar extinction (A V ) of K2-137 from the low-resolution AL-FOSC spectrum. Briefly, we fitted the observed data with a grid of M-type template spectra extracted from the public libraries of Martín et al. (1999) ; Hawley et al. (2002) ; Le Borgne et al. (2003) ; Bochanski et al. (2007) . Since both the ALFOSC and template spectra are flux calibrated, we accounted for the amount of reddening along the line-of-sight to the star assuming a normal value for the total-to-selective extinction (R V = A V /E(B − V) = 3.1). We found that K2-137 is an M3 V star with a low reddening consistent with zero A V = 0.1 ± 0.1 mag, as expected for a relatively nearby star within 100 pc of the Sun. The ALFOSC spectrum of K2-137 and the best fitting M3 V stellar template are shown in Fig. 1 .
The two Keck / HIRES spectra were analysed separately using SpecMatch-emp (Yee et al. 2017) , to determine the stellar effective temperature, T * ,eff , the stellar radius, R * 1 , and the stellar metallicity, [Fe/H] . SpecMatchemp parametrizes stellar spectra, by comparing them to a library of well-characterised stars. This stellar library contains 404 stars which have high-resolution (R ≈ 60 000) Keck/HIRES spectra, as well as properties derived from other observations (interferometry, asteroseismology, spectrophotometry) and from LTE spectral synthesis. The library covers stars of spectral types F1 -M5 (T * ,eff ≈ 3000 − 7000 K, R * ≈ 0.1−16 R * ); K2-137 falls well within the covered range.
In validating SpecMatch-emp, Yee et al. (2017) found its performance to be better for late-type stars (T * ,eff < 4500 K), where typical uncertainties are 70 K in T * ,eff , ten Table 3 . Monte Carlo simulations were used to estimate the absolute magnitude of K2-137 in the K s −band, M K s from the stellar radius and metallicity. The empirical relations for Mdwarfs of Mann et al. (2015) were used to determine the stellar mass, M * , from M K s and [Fe/H]. The distance to K2-137 was determined using M K s and the apparent K-band (2MASS) magnitude, and is also reported in Table 3 .
EXCLUDING NON-PLANETARY SCENARIOS
Because of the small stellar radial velocity amplitude expected for a planet of this size (Section 6.1), and the difficulty in achieving high-precision radial velocities for Mdwarfs, we must confirm the planetary nature of the system in other ways. We consider each of the possible nonplanetary explanations for the system, and use data from a variety of sources to argue against each of them. The most plausible alternative explanations (besides a transiting planet) for the K2 photometry of K2-137 are:
• The eclipse signal is from a background binary system, which is blended with the target star (the BEB scenario).
• The system is a hierarchical triple, composed of the Mdwarf and two fainter, eclipsing companions.
• The observed eclipses are caused by a white dwarf in a mutual orbit with the target.
• The system is an M-dwarf -M-dwarf binary, with approximately equal-depth primary and secondary eclipses.
In the following sections, we place constraints on each of these scenarios.
LIMITS ON BACKGROUND OBJECTS
The two closest objects observed by K2 (EPIC 228814238 to the north east, and EPIC 228813721 to the south east of the target; Fig. 2) show no variability when phased with the ephemeris of K2-137. This demonstrates that the signal is not due to stray light from another K2 target. There are no known sources within 20 of the target in any catalogue in Vizier (Ochsenbein et al. 2000) . 
Archival images
We searched various archives for images of K2-137, in order to see if, given its relatively large proper motion (≈ 80 masyr −1 ) it is possible to see that the star has moved sufficiently that we can rule out the presence of an unbound background contaminant. In order to have a chance of seeing this, we need images spanning several decades. Using the STScI Digitized Sky Survey 2 , we found an image dating back to 1954 (Fig. 2 , Table 4 ). Using the Digital Access to a Sky Century @ Harvard (DASCH) 3 we found several significantly older plates covering our target. Unfortunately, however, almost all of the plates older than 1954 do not go sufficiently deep to show a star as faint (particularly at the blue wavelengths to which photographic plates are most sensitive) as K2-137. Our target is visible in one plate from 1920, but it is clearly close to the detection threshold; its value is limited since we would not be able to see any fainter background objects that may exist.
From the three images shown in Fig. 2 , we can see that as expected K2-137 has moved several arcseconds since the first available epoch (1954) . By comparing that image to the latest epoch (2012), we can determine that there is no background object coincident with its current position visible in the 1954 plate. In order to estimate the limiting magnitude of the 1954 image, we consider an object nearby to our target, approximately 140 to the southwest. This object, whose position is indicated by a blue reticle in the leftmost panel of Fig. 2 , is clearly above the detection threshold of the image. We identify this object as 2MASS J12272341-0613291, which has J = 15.473 ± 0.056 and a J − K colour of 0.91 ± 0.11 (K2-137 has J = 11.764 ± 0.026 and J − K = 0.882 ± 0.035). We therefore conclude that the 1954 plate is sensitive to objects about 4 magnitudes fainter than K2-137, or down to a Kepler magnitude of about 18.5.
AO imaging
The AO imaging data was reduced following the procedure described in Hirano et al. (2016) ; we applied darksubtraction, flat-fielding, distortion-correction, before aligning and median-combining the saturated and unsaturated frames separately. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) was measured for the unsaturated combined image to be ∼ 0.17 . We then convolved the combined saturated image adopting a convolution radius of FWHM/2 and computed the standard deviation of the flux counts in each annulus centered on K2-137. Figure 3 shows the resultant 5 − σ contrast curve as a function of angular separation from K2-137's centroid, along with the AO image itself. We achieved 5 − σ contrasts of ∆m H = 5.8 mag and 7.4 mag at 1 and 2 . This acts to rule out the presence of objects fainter than H = 18.5 further than 1.5 from K2-137. If the transit signal is caused by a blended background object, the brightest it can be is a Kepler magnitude of about 18.5. In that case, such an object would have to undergo a ∼ 1 per cent eclipse to account for the observed eclipse depth of approximately 350 ppm. The faintest such an object could be is if it underwent a total eclipse and had a magnitude of around 23 in the Kepler bandpass.
The area of the photometric aperture employed by Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) for K2-137 is 2 × 3 pixels, or 95 2 (the Kepler pixel scale is 3.98 pixel −1 ). By simulating a 1 sq.deg. area of sky centered on K2-137 using the TRILE-GAL Galactic model (Girardi et al. 2005) , we estimate that there is a 4 per cent chance of a star with a Kepler magnitude of between 18.5 and 23.0 falling inside the photometric aperture. In Section 8.1, we modify this probability by considering the chance that the star is a binary system of a type that could produce the observed transit signal.
Speckle imaging
Using the point source calibrator images, we computed reconstructed 256×256 pixel images in each band, following the approach of Howell et al. (2011) . No secondary sources were detected in the reconstructed images, which are ∼ 4.6 ×4.6 , although only the central portions are shown in Fig. 4 . We measured the background sensitivity of the reconstructed images using a series of concentric annuli centered on the target star, resulting in 5-σ sensitivity limits (in ∆-mags) as a function of angular separation.
The 832 nm contrast curve and reconstructed image are shown in Fig. 4 , which indicates that objects up to about 4 mags fainter than K2-137 are excluded within about 0.25 . This acts as further confirmation of the results we obtained from the archival images in Section 5.1.
RADIAL VELOCITY CONSTRAINTS

Expected amplitude of RV signal
If the secondary is indeed a planet, we can use the planetaryto-stellar radius ratio we measure from modelling the light curve, along with our stellar radius from the spectral analysis to calculate the planetary radius. By comparing this planetary radius to that of other known exoplanets with mass measurements, we can estimate the planetary mass we might expect.
For a stellar radius of 0.44 R and a radius ratio of ≈ 0.02, we derive a planetary radius of around 1.0 R ⊕ . For such a planet, we consider a very conservative upper-limit to the mass to be 3 M ⊕ (Seager et al. 2007 predict a mass of around 2.7 M ⊕ for a 1 R ⊕ planet composed of solid iron).
The radial velocity semi-amplitude, K, is given by,
Assuming i = 90 deg, e = 0, and that M * >> M p , we find K < 6 m s −1 . For a stellar-mass object, this velocity would be four or more orders of magnitude larger.
Upper limit to the planet mass from RVs
Using our NOT/FIES and Keck/HIRES radial velocity measurements (Section 2.4, Table 2), we can place an upper limit on the mass of an orbiting companion to K2-137. Using the orbital period and epoch of transit determined from the K2 photometry (Section 7), we calculate the orbital phase of the RV data. Given that the period and phase of the RV curve are determined from the photometry, and assuming a circular orbit (Section 7.1.4) the only unknowns are the systemic radial velocity, γ, and the orbital velocity semi-amplitude, K. We determine γ and the 3-σ upper limit to K by means of a simple χ 2 -minimisation routine, and assume that there is no instrumental offset between FIES and HIRES. We account for the lengthy RV exposure times (particularly in the case of the FIES data) by sampling the model at five minute intervals, and using numerical integration to determine the effective model value at each RV datum. We note that the resulting 3-σ upper limit to K is similar to the values obtained by considering only the FIES or HIRES data alone. The resulting 3-σ upper limit to K is 290 m s −1 (Fig. 5 ), corresponding to a planet mass of around 0.5 M Jup . We can therefore conclude that if the 4.3-hr photometric variation is caused by a body orbiting the target star, it must have a mass firmly within the planetary regime. Repeating the above procedure, but phasing the RV data on twice the orbital period, gives 3-σ upper limits of 145 m s −1 on K, and 0.3 M Jup on M p .
We also extracted RVs from our three Subaru/IRCS spectra. The data were reduced using the standard IRAF procedure: bias-subtraction, flat-fielding, cosmic-ray removal, before extracting 1-dimensional (1D) spectra (includ- ing sky subtraction). The wavelength was calibrated using the OH emission lines for each frame. To correct for the telluric absorption lines, the 1D spectrum of K2-137 was divided by the normalised spectrum of HIP 61318 for each set (1 set = 1 ABBA nodding). The RV was then estimated by computing the cross-correlation between the observed spectra and the PHOENIX model template (Allard et al. 2011) mimicking K2-137's spectrum (T eff = 3500 K). We also computed the cross-correlation between the model telluric transmission spectrum and HIP 61318's spectrum for each set to enhance the accuracy of the wavelength calibration. The final RV values were calculated by inspecting the peaks of those cross-correlation functions.
These RVs are plotted in Fig 5, alongside those from NOT/FIES and Keck/HIRES. All three datasets are consistent with each other within ∼ 2σ, although the precision of the Subaru RVs is much worse because of IRCS's lower spectral resolution and poor pixel sampling.
LIGHT CURVE MODELLING
Basic fit
The TLCM code
We model the K2 light curve of K2-137 as reduced by Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) using the Transit and Light Curve Modeller (TLCM) code. TLCM has been used to model exoplanet light curves and radial velocities in numerous previous studies, including planets discovered in longcadence K2 data (e.g. K2-99b; Smith et al. 2017 ). The code is described in Csizmadia et al. (2015) , and a more detailed description will accompany the first public release of the code (Csizmadia in prep.).
In brief, TLCM employs the Mandel & Agol (2002) model to fit the photometric transit, compensating for K2's K2-137 b 7 long exposure times using numerical integration. The code uses the combination of a genetic algorithm followed by simulated annealing. The former is used to find the approximate global minimum, and the latter to refine the solution, and explore the neighbouring parameter space for the determination of uncertainties on the model parameters. TLCM allows the user to include emission from the secondary object (planet), the beaming effect, ellipsoidal variability, and the reflection effect in the photometric model. TLCM is also capable of incorporating radial velocity data (including that covering the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect) from multiple instruments into its global fit.
Fitted parameters
For our basic fit, we fit for the following parameters: the orbital period, P, the epoch of mid-transit, T 0 , the scaled semimajor axis (a/R * ), planet-to-stellar radius ratio (R p /R * ), and the impact parameter, b.
Limb darkening
We initially fitted for the limb-darkening coefficients, but found them to be poorly-constrained by the data. Instead, we decided to adopt values from Sing (2010) appropriate for K2-137 and K2. Interpolating the tabulated coefficients for [M/H] = 0.08 and log g * = 4.8 at T * ,eff = 3500 K gives u 1 = 0.427 and u 2 = 0.317. Then, u + = u 1 + u 2 = 0.744 and u − = u 1 − u 2 = 0.110. We find that fixing the limb-darkening coefficients in this way has a negligible impact on the results of the fit.
Circular orbit
Since we do not have RV data which would allow us to determine the eccentricity of the planet's orbit, we impose a circular-orbit solution. At such close orbital distances, both the theoretical and the empirical expectation is that the planet's orbit will be circular. Using Equation 1 of Jackson et al. (2008) , we estimate a tidal-circularisation time-scale of just 2 Myr. We do not have a formal age estimate of the system, but suggest that K2-137 is extremely unlikely to be just a few Myr old. Young M-dwarfs are likely to show significant flaring and stellar activity, which we do not observe, and in any case it is unlikely that we happen to observe such a long-lived star in the first fraction of a per cent of its lifetime. Finally, the ALFOSC and HIRES spectra shows no Li i λ6708Å absorption line. Since lithium is rapidly depleted in the convective layers of low-mass stars in the early phases of stellar evolution, we conclude that K2-137 cannot be a pre-main sequence star.
Further light curve tests
Odd / even transits
We repeated the TLCM modelling with modified light curves to include only the odd-numbered transits in one run, and only the even-numbered transits in another. For this modelling, we selected data points only in the phase range −0.25 < φ < 0.25. The data cover a total of 151 oddnumbered transits, and 152 even-numbered transits. We Figure 6 . K2 photometry, for odd-numbered transits (blue circles) and even-numbered transits (red squares), over-plotted with binned data (larger symbols). Our best-fitting transit models are also shown, in colours corresponding to the datapoints. No significant difference between odd and even-numbered transits is seen (see Section 7.2.1).
found planet-to-stellar radius ratios consistent with each other to within 1-σ (Fig. 6 ). All other fitted parameters were similarly consistent. We find a ratio between the odd and even depths of δ even /δ odd = 1.07 ± 0.10 (δ even − δ odd = 25 ± 35 ppm). We therefore conclude that there is no evidence to an odd/even transit depth difference, which would be indicative of a binary star system with unequally-sized components, and an ≈ 8.6-hour orbital period.
Occultation depth
Using our best-fitting planetary parameters, we calculated the equilibrium temperature of the planet, assuming zero albedo (Table 5) . Using this temperature, an appropriate ATLAS9 synthetic spectrum (T * ,eff = 3500 K, [Fe/H] = 0, log g * = 5.0; Castelli & Kurucz 2004) , and the Kepler response function, we calculated the expected occultation depth from thermal emission alone. The predicted depth is just 0.15 ppm, increasing to 2.5 ppm if we use the higher equilibrium temperature we derive for the immediate reradiation case. We note that Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2013) detect a 10.5 ± 1.2 ppm occultation for Kepler-78b, which they attribute to a combination of thermal emission and reflected light. Rappaport et al. (2013) , however, detect no occultation of KOI 1843.03, but place a 3-σ upper-limit of 18 ppm on the occultation depth from the Kepler photometry. The planet-to-star area ratio of K2-137 is a factor of ≈ 1.7 larger than for Kepler-78, so for a given albedo one would expect a greater contribution to the occultation depth from reflected light in this case.
We performed a fit of the light curve where we also fitted for an occultation centred on phase 0.5. We find a bestfitting occultation depth of 4 ± 10 ppm and hence conclude that the 3-σ upper-limit to the occultation depth is 33 ppm, consistent with the planetary scenario described above.
Out-of-eclipse variation
We also fitted for out-of-eclipse variation, specifically that caused by the beaming effect, and by ellipsoidal effects. Fitting for the beaming effect gives a best-fitting radial velocity semi-amplitude, K = −10 ± 228 m s −1 . Combining this with the stellar mass (Table 3 ) results in a 3-σ upper limit to the planet mass of 356 M ⊕ (1.1 M Jup ). The best-fitting ellipsoidal amplitude is 3 ± 17 ppm, giving 2-σ and 3-σ upper limits of 34 ppm and 55 ppm, respectively.
Fitting with twice the orbital period (≈ 8.6 h)
In order to consider the BEB scenario (Section 4, 8.1), we model the light curve and force the orbital period to be approximately twice that of the planetary orbital period. We also fit for out-of-eclipse variation (as in Section 7.2.3). We ran three instances of the model fitting: one where we fitted for the contamination from third light, one where this contamination was set to zero, and one where it was fixed to the maximum allowed value of l 3 = f contamination / f EB = 2500 (from conversion of the magnitude limits placed in Section 5).
When third light was not allowed, TLCM did not converge on a good fit to the data. The other cases produced similar-looking fits, with the best-fitting l 3 = 1616 ± 212. The best-fitting amplitude of the ellipsoidal variations from this case was 18.5 ± 8.5 ppm, leading to 2-σ and 3-σ upper limits of 35 and 44 ppm, respectively.
Results
The parameter values resulting from our fit to the photometry (as described in Section 7.1) are presented in Table 5 and the light curve fit is shown in Fig. 7 . Our best-fitting stellar density from the transit observations is (13.0 ± 2.0) × 10 3 kg m −3 , which we can compare to the stellar density we derive from spectra in Section 3: (7.6 ± 2.4) × 10 3 kg m −3 . These two values are compatible at a level < 2-σ, which provides further support for the planetary hypothesis.
The impact of K2's long exposure time
As has been shown previously from both theoretical (Kipping 2010) and observational (e.g. Muirhead et al. 2013) standpoints, the effect of K2's relatively long exposure time (c. 30 minutes) is to 'smear out' and make more 'V'-shaped the transit in the light curve. Because of the extremely shortperiod orbit of K2-137 b, and the fact that the transit duration is comparable to the exposure time, the effect is exaggerated in this case. To illustrate this effect, in Fig. 8 we compare the transit shape that would be observed for a short (1 s cadence) exposure time with that observed for the sampling rate of K2.
DISCUSSION
Further arguments against non-planetary scenarios
Eclipsing binary system
In Section 4, we laid out a series of non-planetary scenarios which could explain the photometric eclipse signal observed in the light curve of K2-137. The latter two of these possibilities, which involve a stellar-mass object in orbit around an M-dwarf are excluded by our RV measurements (Section 6.2).
The M-dwarf -M-dwarf binary possibility can also be excluded from the photometry alone. Here, the two components of the binary would be near-identical, since we detect no difference between odd and even-numbered transits (Section 7.2.1). In this scenario, the orbital period is twice that if the system is planetary, at around 0.36 d. By comparing our phased light curve to those presented in Matijevič et al. (2012) (their Fig. 3) , we determine that the morphology parameter of our light curve is certainly less than 0.4, and probably significantly smaller than that. By comparing this period and morphology parameter to those of an ensemble of known EBs, we conclude that K2-137 cannot be an EB.
Of the 2876 EBs in the Kepler Eclipsing Binary Catalog 4 (KEBC Kirk et al. 2016) , 1 403 have a morphology parameter, c, less than or equal to 0.4. The minimum orbital period of these objects is 0.98 d. In other words, there exist no EBs in the period range of K2-137 that are not contact or semi-detached systems. Filtering the KEBC by period instead, we find that there are 355 objects with P ≤ 0.36 d, but none of these has c < 0.55. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 , where we plot c against P for the objects in KEBC.
Background eclipsing binary system
One non-planetary explanation that remains is that of a blended background eclipsing binary (BEB). In the mostlikely form of this scenario, the target star is blended with a distant EB, whose components are of approximately equal radius and mass. The total flux from such a system is constrained to be between about 1/40 and 1/2500 of the flux from K2-137 (from conversion of the magnitude limits placed in Section 5).
The amplitude of the ellipsoidal variability of the BEB will be diluted by light from the much-brighter target. Our 2-σ upper limit of 35 ppm on the amplitude of the ellipsoidal variability of the light curve then corresponds to a less-stringent limit on the un-diluted amplitude of variation for the BEB. For the faintest possible case, with the strongest dilution, our 2 − σ limit is 8.5 per cent.
To calculate the expected ellipsoidal variability amplitude of such a system, we use the relation of (Morris & Naftilan 1993, their Equation 1 ). We assume a mass ratio, q, of the binary components of unity, an inclination angle of 90 • , and conservative values of 0.9 and 0.0 for the limb-darkening and gravity-darkening coefficients, u 1 and τ 1 , respectively. We conservatively assume the ratio of the primary stellar radius to the semi-major axis (R 1 /A in the notation of Morris & Naftilan 1993) to be 0.1 (which implies a stellar mass of 0.15 M for each component). Larger, more plausible values would result in an even larger ellipsoidal amplitude. We calculate an expected ellipsoidal amplitude of 8 per cent.
We can therefore conclude that almost all plausible binary star configurations would result in an observable ellipsoidal variation in the K2 light curve, which is not detected.
In Section 5.2 we used the TRILEGAL Galactic model to estimate the probability that there is a faint background star in the photometric aperture. We can place further constraints with TRILEGAL on the probability that a binary system of a type that could produce the observed light curve Orbital phase Figure 7 . K2 photometry, over-plotted with our best-fitting transit model, as described in 7.3. Note that the apparent 'V'-shape of the transit is caused by the cadence of the data (see Section 7.4 and Fig. 8 ). ...
(fixed)
Derived parameters:
Orbital eccentricity e ... 0 (adopted) Stellar density ρ * 10 3 kg m −3 13 ± 2 Planet mass
The equilibrium temperature is calculated assuming a planetary albedo of zero, and isotropic re-radiation. For efficient re-radiation to the nightside, the equilibrium temperature is 1749 ± 56 K, and for immediate re-radiation it is 1880 ± 60 K. when blended with K2-137 5 . Such a binary must have a mass ratio close to unity; we estimate from our 3-σ limit on the difference between the odd and even-numbered transits, and the main-sequence relation M * /M ≈ (R * /R ) 5/4 that the smallest the mass ratio can be is 0.78. The smallest values of ellipsoidal modulation, which are marginally permitted by our upper limit are those arising from M-dwarf binaries. We can thus also limit the colour of the binary systems, to those with J − K > 0.85. The probability of such a binary with these properties, and of the right brightness, falling within the photometric aperture is 3.4 × 10 −5 , or about 1-in-30 000. We can further reduce this probability (by a factor of a few), since we require an eclipsing alignment for the binary. Multiplying the occurrence rate of Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2014) (see Section 8.4) by the geometric transit probability for K2-137 b gives a probability of 3.9 × 10 −3 , more than two orders of magnitude greater than the BEB probability.
Bound triple star system
A similar line of reasoning to that used to quantify the likelihood of the BEB scenario can also be applied to the hierarchical triple scenario, in which K2-137 is accompanied by a pair of fainter, eclipsing companions. No meaningful limits on the brightness of these components exist from our AO or speckle imaging, since they could lie well within a single arcsecond of the target. The fainter companions could be up to 8.6 magnitudes fainter than K2-137, if they completely eclipse each other. From tabulations of absolute magnitudes for late-type stars 6 , this encompasses all the late M-dwarfs, and perhaps also very early L-dwarfs. A pair of M7V companions is likely to result in a detectable degree of ellipsoidal variability, but a pair of M9V stars may not.
Estimating the probability that an M3 dwarf is part of a hierarchical triple with a pair of M9 stars is not straightforward, given that the full statistics of stellar multiplicity, particularly amongst late-type stars are not known. Tokovinin (2008) suggest that 8 per cent of solar-type stars are in triples, but the equivalent value for M-dwarfs is unknown, so we use the solar-type value. Our TRILEGAL results suggest that 0.1 per cent of binaries have a mass ratio greater than 0.78, and a (J − K) colour greater than 1.2 (an M9 star has J − K = 1.23 6 ). Multiplying these probabilities together, we find that there is an 8 × 10 −5 chance of K2-137 having a binary companion of the correct type. Note that this excludes the requirement that the binary pair are in a very 6 http://www.pas.rochester.edu/∼emamajek/ EEM dwarf UBVIJHK colors Teff.txt (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) short-period orbit, and that Shan et al. (2015) find that the incidence of M-dwarf binaries increases with orbital period, so the true probability that our target is a hierarchical triple is lower than this value.
Given that the calculated probabilities of a BEB or a bound triple system are significantly lower than the planetary probability, we conclude that it is overwhelmingly likely that the eclipse signal results from a terrestrial-sized planet transiting the target, K2-137.
Planet composition and mass
Since planets must orbit outside of the Roche limit, so that stellar tidal forces do not cause them to disintegrate rapidly, we can place constraints on the composition of USP planets . Their Equation 5 (reproduced below) gives the minimum orbital period, P min for a given mean density, ρ p , and central density, ρ 0p ,
Following the approach of Rappaport et al. (2013) , we find that ρ p ≥ 6.4 g cm −3 , for (ρ 0p /ρ p ) ≤ 2.5. This leads to a constraint on the composition, assuming an iron core and a silicate mantle. We determine the minimum iron mass fraction to be 0.525 ± 0.075 (cf. 0.7 for KOI 1843.03), which is greater than that of Earth, Venus or Mars, but smaller than that of Mercury (approximately 0.38, 0.35, 0.26, and 0.68, respectively; Reynolds & Summers 1969) . The minimum density can be used along with the derived planetary radius (Table 5) to calculate a lower limit to the planetary mass. We find M p,min = 0.82 ± 0.25 M ⊕ . This suggests that the planet's mass lies between about 0.6 and about 2.7 times that of the Earth (see Section 6.1 for the derivation of the upper limit).
Discovering and characterising extreme systems, such as USP planets like K2-137, is important as they offer constraints for planet formation theories. Furthermore, they allow us to begin to constrain their interior structure -and potentially that of longer-period planets too, if they are shown to be a single population of objects.
Origins of the USP planets
Winn et al. (2017) recently cast doubt on the theory that USP planets are the solid cores of HJs whose gaseous envelopes have been lost. By comparing the metallicities of HJ and USP host stars, Winn et al. (2017) concluded that unlike HJs, the USP planets do not orbit a metal-rich population of stars, and hence HJ and USP host stars constitute different populations. The remaining explanations for their existence are that the USP planets are part of the population of close-in rocky planets, or they are the remnants of smaller gas planets (mini-Neptunes). We note that K2-137 is not particularly metal-rich; its metallicity is only slightly above that of the Sun. -Ojeda et al. (2014) find that the USP planet occurrence rate increases with decreasing stellar mass; they calcu-late that 0.51 ± 0.07 per cent of G-dwarfs host a USP planet, compared to 1.1 ± 0.4 per cent of M-dwarfs. Nevertheless, it is curious that the USP planets with the shortest periods (KOI 1843.03 and K2-137 b) both orbit M-dwarfs, despite there being a much larger number of G and K stars in the observed Kepler and K2 samples. Of course, a given planet orbiting an M-dwarf will produce a deeper transit than if it orbits a star of an earlier spectral type. Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2014) , however, determine that such USP planets in orbit around G-dwarfs are detectable in the Kepler data, and Adams et al. (2016) report K2 detections of G-dwarfs hosting USP candidates as well. Selection bias seems therefore unlikely to explain the fact that the shortest-period planets are both around M-stars.
M-dwarfs as USP planet hosts
Sanchis
One possibility is that short-period planets (near the Roche limit) have a longer lifetime around M-dwarfs, than around earlier-type stars. The rate of tidal decay in this regime is strongly dependent on the stellar tidal quality factor, Q * , and for small eccentricities is essentially independent of the equivalent planetary quantity, Q p . We used the relation of Jackson et al. (2008) (their Equation 2) to estimate the orbital decay timescales of K2-137 b.
Assuming a planetary mass equal to that of the Earth, we find the characteristic evolution time for K2-137 b, τ a = 6.3(Q * /10 7 ) Gyr. The equivalent value for the same planet in an orbit of the same period around a Sun-like star is τ a = 0.16(Q * /10 7 ) Gyr. So, if M and G-stars have the same Q * value, the orbit of the planet around the G-dwarf should decay 40 times more quickly. This offers a tantalising hint that tidal decay rates could explain why the shortest-period planets are found around M-dwarfs. However, we caution against over-interpretation of this, given that our knowledge of stellar tidal quality factors is exceedingly limited, with estimates varying wildly over several orders of magnitude. Indeed, the theoretical study of Barker & Ogilvie (2009) suggests that Q * may vary between 10 8 and 10 12 for F-stars alone. It would therefore seem somewhat reckless to assume that M-dwarfs and G-dwarfs should have identical Q * , given the differences in their internal structures.
A final explanation for the observed phenomenon is that planet composition varies with spectral type, and that ironrich planets such as KOI 1843.03 and K2-137 b occur more frequently around M-dwarfs than other stars. Further USP planet detections are required in order to address these hypotheses.
Future work
It may be possible to measure the mass of K2-137 b through radial velocity measurements with one of the new generation of high-resolution infrared spectrographs, such as CARMENES (Quirrenbach et al. 2010) or IRD (Kotani et al. 2014) . Even with such an instrument, however, the observations would be challenging, and require a significant investment of telescope time, given both the relative faintness of the target and the small amplitude of the expected RV variation. Finally, we suggest that the discovery of K2-137 should serve as a motivation to conduct a planet search with a low detection threshold, specifically for very-short-period systems around the M-dwarfs in the Kepler and K2 samples.
CONCLUSION
Using K2 photometry, we have discovered a planet slightly smaller than the Earth (R p = 0.89 ± 0.09 R ⊕ ) in an extremely short-period (4.3 hr) orbit around an M-dwarf. K2-137 b joins a growing list of USP planets, and is strikingly similar to the slightly smaller KOI 1843.03 which also orbits an M-dwarf in just over 4 hr. Although we do not measure the mass of the planet, we constrain its iron mass fraction to be greater than 0.45 (1-σ). We use a combination of archival images, AO imaging, RV measurements, and light curve modelling to show that K2-137 is a transiting planetary system, and not an EB or BEB. We discuss potential explanations for the striking fact that the two confirmed planets with the shortest orbital periods are both hosted by M-dwarfs. Some of the data presented herein were obtained at the W.M. Keck Observatory, which is operated as a scientific partnership among the California Institute of Technology, the University of California and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Observatory was made possible by the generous financial support of the W.M. Keck Foundation.
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